Quality Systems & Software to present at Financials 2016 in Las Vegas
Las Vegas, NV, 23 January,2017 – Quality Systems & Software is proud to announce that they will be
presenting at the upcoming SAPinsider Financials 2017 conference to offer proven advice to
attendees. The event takes place March 21-24 at the Mirage Hotels and Casinos in Las Vegas. Attend
to get best-in-class approaches and perspectives from leading consultants, industry trends from
analysts, lessons learned from customers, and roadmaps including latest product updates from SAP.
Every year, in collaboration with SAP, SAPinsider Events presents the most important financials
conference for organizations using SAP® solutions for finance to drive accounting, controlling, planning,
and reporting excellence. This event not only offers a detailed look at the entire range of capabilities
within SAP financial solutions, it facilitates learning, networking, and one-on-one conversations with
expert speakers.

QS&S presentations
•
JUMPSTART: Demystifying parallel currencies in SAP ERP Financials
•
Strategic and technical considerations for SAP General Ledger or SAP S/4HANA Finance
transition
•
SAP S/4HANA Finance: The latest financial transformation trends
•
How to successfully plan and execute the Global Chart-of-Accounts standardization initiative
•
Ask-the-Experts: SLO-type Conversions, S4HANA Strategies, New G/L Migrations
About Quality Systems & Software
Quality Systems & Software (QS&S) is widely acknowledged in the industry as leading SAP experts. Our
product, ‘SAP Data Re-organization Optimizer’ (SDRO) offers a comprehensive solutions to managing
complex SLO-type data re-organization, conversion and harmonization , including conversion of historical
data in live production environments. ‘General Ledger Migration Optimizer’ (GLMO), allows organizations
to accelerate their New G/L initiatives. ‘Group Currency Activation-Conversion’ (GCAC), automates
activating parallel currencies & converting historical transactions.
QS&S offers an extensive portfolio of services in S4HANA, CFO-solutions, RAR, New G/L Migration,
Material Ledger, Closing Cockpit, CRM, BI/BW, Global Roll-Outs, Fresh Implementations, Upgrades,
Offshore-support and more. For more information, please visit www.QSandS.com
Contact:
Mitresh Kundalia, Director – SAP Practice (e) Mitresh@QSandS.com
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